Geometry	Chapter 2

Lesson 2-4

Example 1  Determine Valid Conclusions
The following is a true conditional. Determine whether each conclusion is valid based on the given information. Explain your reasoning.
If a point is a midpoint of a segment, then it divides the segment into two congruent segments.
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a.	Given:	W is the midpoint of file_2.unknown
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	The hypothesis states that W is the midpoint 
of file_5.unknown
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. Since the conditional is true and the 
hypothesis is true, the conclusion is true.
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Conclusion:	R is the midpoint of file_10.unknown
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	Knowing that a conditional statement and its 
conclusion are true does not make the hypothesis 
true. A midpoint divides a segment into two 
congruent segments, when all three points are collinear. 
In this case, T, R, and S are noncollinear points. 
So, R is not a midpoint. The conclusion is not valid.


Example 2  Determine Valid Conclusions From Two Conditionals
Use the Law of Syllogism to determine whether a valid conclusion can be reached from each set of statements.
a.	(1) If a figure is a square, then it has four right angles.
(2) A figure with four right angles is a rectangle. 
	Let p, q, and r represent the parts of the statement.
p: a figure is a square
q: a figure has four right angles
r: a figure is a rectangle
Statement (1):  p → q
Statement (2):  q → r
Since the given statements are true, use the Law of Syllogism to conclude p → r. 
That is,  If a figure is a square, then it is a rectangle.

b.	(1) Perpendicular lines form right angles.
(2) The sum of complementary angles equals 90.
	There is no valid conclusion. While both statements are true, the conclusion of each statement is not used as they hypothesis of the other.

Example 3  Analyze Conclusions
Determine whether statement (3) follows from statements (1) and (2) by the Law of Detachment or the Law of Syllogism. If it does, state which law was used. If it does not , write invalid.
	(1) If two angles form a linear pair, then they are supplementary.
(2) If two angles are supplementary, then the sum of the angles equals 180.
(3) If two angles form a linear pair, then the sum of the angles equals 180.
p: two angles form a linear pair
q: they are supplementary
r:  the sum equals 180.
Statement (3) is a valid conclusion by the Law of Syllogism.

